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ABSTRACT 

The SolarTrakm array tracking controller, originally 
developed and licensed by Sandia National Laboratories 
as a low-cost, high-accuracy, reliable controller for 
photovoltaic (PV) concentrator arrays, has undergone 
significant development to make tracking accessible to a 
much broader segment of the PV market. Hardware and 
software improvements 1) reduce power consumption for 
PV/battery-powered applications, 2) enable the controller 
to connect directly with low-cost, off-the-shelf, television 
satellite dish actuators, 3) enable on-site setup without an 
additional input board, 4) increase clock accuracy by 
providing daily and weekly adjustments to the on board 
clock, and 5) include a low-cost windstow sensor. The 
result is a stand-alone tracking system sufficiently low 
cost and reliable to make 1-kW tracking systems practical 
for flat plate and concentrating arrays. Results of a year 
of testing are presented showing clock accuracy better 
than a minute per year can be maintained. 

INTRODUCTION 

Photovoltaic systems continue to see rapid growth as 
an important contributor to the renewable energy sector. 
However, the opportunity to gain an additional 25 to 30% 
more energy out of many of these systems is often 
overlooked because tracking has not been incorporated 
into the design. New technology is now improving the 
performance and reliability of tracking systems, and 
costs are coming down to the point where it makes sense 
to track even sub-kilowatt arrays. A s  with all new 
technology, it will take field experience for these 
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newtrackers to be accepted. However, the potential for 
increased energy output is substanial. One controller that 
is receiving the attention of several manufacturers 
developing new trackers is the SolarTrakm controller. 

The SolarTrakm solar array tracking controller was 
originally developed by Sandia National Laboratories to be 
a low-cost, high-accuracy, reliable open-loop controller 
for photovoltaic (PV) concentrator arrays [l, 2,3]. It had 
been used for several years without failure by Alpha 
Solarco on a 15-kW concentrator array in Nevada. In 
response to industry requests, it has undergone 
significant enhancement to make tracking accessible to a 
much broader segment of the PV market. The result is a 
tracking system of sufficiently low cost and reliability to 
make sub-kilowatt tracking systems practical and 
versatile enough for use with a wide range of drives, 
configurations, and sizes. 

SolarTrakTM is ideal for use with f lat-plate PV arrays. 
It offers these systems precise night and wind stow 
orientations, and backtracking in the morning and evening 
to maintain full panel illumination without shading by 
adjacent rows. It offers concentrating PV arrays the 
opportunity to participate in the sub-kilowatt market by 
providing high-accuracy, low-maintenance, and low-cost 
tracking. 

The PV industry is realizing that balance-of-system 
costs must be reduced to enable PV to achieve its 
potential. The SolarTrakTM controller ,can enable a 
manufacturer to offer a complete factory-aksembled, self- 
contained] tracking package with no costly field wiring. 
This, plus the benefits offered by computer control, 
including sophisticated, tailorable, yet reliable control 
algorithms have convinced several flat plate and 
concentrator PV manufacturers to license the controller 
technology from Sandia for their tracking applications. 
Several of these systems are discussed along with the 
recent enhancements in the SolarTrakm system 
developed for them. 
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POWER REDUCTION STRATEGIES 

Entech, a manufacturer of PVconcentrator systems, 
wanted to develop a PV-powered control and drive system 
to eliminate power quality problems it experienced with 
tracking systems powered by the grid. Its existing 
controller electronics used 12 A-hr/day of battery energy, 
many times the 0.1 A-hr/day required by the two-axis 
drives for a planned 860W two-module stand-alone 
Sunlinem array (Fig. 1). Sandia was asked to modify its 
SolarTrakm controller to provide a low-energy alternative 
that could be used with a small, 5W PV panel and battery. 

The SolarTrak controller started with an advantage by 
using a monolithic microcontroller, the Motorola 68HC11, 
that incorporates all functions of a computer, including 
memory, processing, timers, analog-to-digital converters, 
and other functions, all on one low-power chip. This 
approach also improves reliability due to the fewer number 
of parts to assemble or fail. 

The existing SolarTrak control board used about 10% 
of the energy of Entech’s existing control board, but a 
project was begun to reduce energy usage still further. 
Low-power versions on the on-board clock and power 
monitor chip were substituted for the existing ones, and 
two logic chips were removed. However, additional 
components were needed to meet Entech’s requirements. 
These included a liquid crystal display (LCD), discussed 
in alater section, and motordrivers to switch the 12V, 1A 
currents for the actuators. Drivers werefound with a low- 
power sleep mode that could handle up to 3A of current, 
and a low-power (1mA) LCD display was located. An 
option was also developed to reduce power consumption 
at night by putting the microcontroller itself into a sleep 
mode until it was awakened by sunlight shining on a 
photodiode in the morning. However, implementation of a 
switching power supply to convert the 12V battery power 
to the 5V needed by the electronics saved the most 
power. The final board requires 1OmAof current at 12V, or 
about 0.24 A-hrfday of energy. A 5W panel can easily 
supply many days worth of drive and control energy in a 
single sunny day. To protect against low-battery 
conditions, afeature was added enabling the controller to 
stow the array under low-batterv conditions to prevent 

Fig. 1 - Entech 860 Wp SunlineTM Concentrator Array 

Figure 2 shows a version of the SolarTrak control 
board developed for Entech. All the components fit on a 
3”x5.5” (76xl40mm) circuit board. A company in 
Albuquerque (Enhancement Electronics Inc.) plans to sell 
the board for $265 in single quantities. Wah the addition of 
a battery, two actuators, and a 5W PV panel, the entire 
tracking and control system will run under$700, or under 
82@M for Entech’s 860W stand-alone Sunlinem array. 
Testing of the unit on an array at Entech began in 
September 1994, and two units have run continuously 
without failure at Sandia since June 1995. The controller 
is also compatible with Entech’s 25-kW SolarRowTM array. 

Fig. 2 - SolarTrakTM Control Board 
with Motor Drivers and LCD Display 

ACTUATOR INTEGRATION 

Backyard television satellite dish actuators, which 
are produced in the tens of thousands per month by 
companies such as von Weiss and Thomson Saginaw, are 
ideal for small PV trackers. By leveraging this production 
volume, costs are reasonable, under $1 00, lor a package 
that contains a dc motor, linear actuator, limit switches, 
and a position feedback sensor. Wiring is simple; two 
power leads and two or three leads to the position sensor. 
Entech’s Sunlinem array uses two such actuators each 
incorporating a relative encoder (reed relay) for position 
sensing. Subsequently, Advanced Photovoltaic Systems 
(APS) adopted the SolarTrakTM controller for its Delta 
TrackerTM and decide to use first a Hall-effect relative 
encoder and then a potentiometer absolute encoder for 
position sensing [4]. 

Thesoftware developed for the SolarTrakm controller 
assumed there would be not just one position feedback 
signal, but two per axis to give array direction. It also 
assumed there would be a travel limit signal in each 
direction and a reference signal for zeroing the internal 
position counter. Software was modifiedso that all these 
variations could be accommodated. Resolution of position 
count from a relative encoder‘s square wave output was 
increase from one count per cycle to one count per signal 
transition to improve position resolution. Additionally, an 
output signal was provided during tracking which could be 
used to energized power-hungry Hall-effect sensors only 
when needed to minimize control energy consumption. 



Powerlight Corp. and New World Power Corp. (NWP), 
integrators of PV systems, developed a 5.3kW tracker, 
PolarTrackerTM, inspired by the APS Delta TrackerTM. It 
offers an 8% to 10% energy improvement over horizontal 
one-axis trackers by tilting the axis of rotation (Fig. 3) [5]. 
SolarTrak's on-chip 8-bit analog-to-digital converter 
translates the voltage from the array's potentiometer into 
a position, giving a tracking resolution under 0.5". 
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Fig. 3 - PowerLightlNWP's PolarTrackerTM 

The Utility Power Group (UPG), which licensed the 
SolarTrakw for use in its 60-m long, 20kW single-axis 
tracking PV building block, requested that Sandia modify 
the software for three other interesting configurations. 
One uses nosensor feedback at all, but just an internally 
generated synthetic count based on clock intervals. 
Another uses a digital inclinometer which can be mounted 
on the control board to provide up to 0.05' resolution. In 
this configuration the control board is mounted on the 
rotating horizontal-axis tracker. UPG is currently using a 
dual-sided position potentiometer which gives it a 
resolution of under 0.2O. Figure 4 shows a unit beginning 
testing at the STAR test facility. This is a system- 
integrated design with dc collection, 3-phase dc/ac 
conversion, safety disconnects, fault detection, data 
acquisition, and tracker controller in one mid-row 
enclosure. The SolarTrakTM is a key component in making 
this advanced level of integration possible by replacing 
costly programmable logic controllers, conduit, and 
junction boxes. 

Fig. 4 - UPG's array at the STAR test facility 

ON BOARD LCD DISPLAY 

To be truly a stand-alone system, the SolarTrakw 
controller needed a display and input device to replace 
the hand-held User-Interface Board developed previously 
to access and set the 100-plus stored parameters that 
adjust the controller for individual applications. All but a 
small handful of these parameters can be preset by the 
manufacturer for its specific array design, but some are 
site-specific and need to be set by the user. These 
include the time, date, location, and time zone. A low- 
power 1x16 character LCD display with a simple three- 
button interface similar to a digital watch was developed. 

Normally this LCDdefauIts to displaying the time and 
date, but user-requested displays are easily 
accommodated due to the flexible nature of the software- 
based controller. Battery voltage can be displayed with a 
0.06V resolution. UPG decided to integrate the 
SolarTrakm display with its dc controller to show the 
inverter status. In the normaloperating modethe inverter 
output in kilowatts is displayed. 

CLOCK ACCURACY IMPROVEMENTS 

Open-loop controllers depend on an accurate time 
reference for accurate tracking. For flat-plate systems, 
clock accuracy is not critical. A 5 O  tracking error (-20 
minute sun position error) only results in a 0.4% loss of 
output. However, in a field of similar systems it is still 
esthetically pleasing to have all arrays pointing in the 
same orientation. Concentrating PV arrays, however, 
require tracking accuracies better than 0.5O, which 
translates to a clock accuracy of under two minutes. 
SolarTraKs on board clock crystal is not temperature 
compensated, and clock accuracy varies from board to 
board as much as several seconds per day. Although 
SolarTrakm's clock can be synchronized to an outside 
signal by one of several methods, improved stand-alone 
operation was desired. One method which has been 
implemented is to provide a daily and weekly correction 
for linearclock errors. Each day andeach weeka certain 
number of seconds is added or subtracted from the 
current time. SolarTrakm can even compute the 
appropriate correction values given the correct clock 
setting on two separate occasions. 

During the past year, two SolarTrakm arrays have 
been monitored on a regular basis at Sandia for clock 
linearity. Variations in clock error are apparent throughout 
the year as the temperature affects the clock crystal 
frequency. However, given a long enough baseline in 
setting the correction values, the clock accuracy willstay 
within about a minute a year. Figure 5 shows the 
measured clock accuracy of one array. The lines give the 
correction possible by adding the shown seconds per day 
or per week. Figure 6 shows the error which would result 
from setting the internal clock correction to eighteen 
seconds per week. A strong seasonal component is 
evident. These results suggests it may be worthwhile to 



pre-calibrate individual SolarTrakm units for clock speed 
by measuring the clock error over several weeks when 
operated at an annual average temperature. Additionally, 
it may be advantageous to programa non-linear, seasonal 
clock adjustment rather than a linear one. 

Flgure 5 - SolarTrakTM Clock Accuracy 
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Flgure 6 - SolarTrak'" Clock Accuracy 
Adjusted by 18 Seconds per Week 
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LOW-COST WIND SENSOR 

The SolarTrakTM controller has very flexible stow 
capabilities. It has three separate stow signals available, 
two of them can be analog. The user can designate astow 
position anywhere within the operating range, and one or 
both axes can respond to the signal for a user-settable 
length of time, or either axis can continue tracking. The 
ability to stow under adverse conditions such as high 
winds can reduce the structural requirements and cost of 
the tracker. To take advantage of this capability, users 
requested a reliable, low-cost wind sensor. Just such a 
sensor was developed and has been operating reliably on 
one of the SolarTrak arrays at Sandia for the last year. I t  
consists of a mercury tilt switch (Durakool T08-4539from 
American Electronic Components) hanging below the 
control enclosure by its sensor wire and enclosed in a 
piece of PVC pipe (Fig. 7). The sensor responds to the 
buffeting windthat occurs at about 11 to 15 mls (25to 34 
mph) and reliably stows the array. Testing showed the 
mercury splashes continuously, so the original algorithm, 
which expected a steady stow signal for a certain period 
of time, was changed to check for a signal at the 
beginning and end of the specified time. 
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Fig. 7 - Low-cost mercury switch wind stow sensor 

SUMMARY 

The SolarTrakm controller offers reliable, accurate, 
yet flexible tracking for a wide range of solar devices 
including concentrators and flat-plates. By incorporating 
tracking, up to 30% more energy can be produced in flat- 
plate PV systems. The SolarTrakm controller combined 
with a 5W PV panel, battery, and low-cost actuators can 
provide economical tracking even at 1-kW array sizes. 
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